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AX500 Smart Access Terminal NG
Ideal systems for leisureparks, stadia, museums,
sightseeing attractions & tourist transportation
The AX500 Smart Access Terminal
NG is the advanced access solution for
all kind of leisureparks, sightseeing attractions, stadia, museums, swimming
pools and tourist transportation. The
system can be equipped with various
barriers to one or both sides, thus
facilitating two points of access or exit
at one single gate.
Museums often prefer the sophisticated Axess Flap Glass module or the
Flap Standard. Stadia use often a
mix of turnstiles and flaps depending
on indoor or outdoor use. Touristic
transport uses the Flap Paddle to
avoid misuse at unattended entrances.
Besides the Axess Turnstile Standard
module our Turnstile Panic Mechanic
gives immediate exit with one click
and allows people to leave the venue
in short time in the case of an emergency. All modules have ADA options
to allow easy and barrier-free entry for
people with strollers or wheelchairs.

The opening speed of each barrier can
be adjusted individually. Fast reading
of tickets is guaranteed by the integrated Axess SMART SCANNER 600.
It scans, reads and approves the legitimation of the ticket within seconds.
Thanks to the optional In/Out sensors
entry and exit are possible at the same
gate, making it the perfect solution for
venues with limited space at the entry.
The AX500 Smart Access Terminal
NG can be used in online and offline
operation.
All versions of the gate allow contactless passage which is important to
protect the health of guests in times of
Covid-19. After validating the ticket at
the scanner the barrier is triggered to
open. A motor moves the arms of the
barrier and they open automatically.
The person can walk through without
touching anything. After that the
barrier moves back into the starting
position.
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In short
› Available as single or double
lane gate
› Double lane gate allows operation
for two entry/exit lanes
› Various options of barriers
› All barriers triggered with motion
sensors for hands-free access
› Adjustable speed
› Optional: Turnstile in ADA for handsfree passage with large items such
as strollers or wheelchairs
› Optional: Turnstile Panic Mechanic
allows immediate opening of the
exit in case of emergency

Axess SMART SCANNER 600
Fast check of tickets or
access authorizations
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Optional
Flap Standard, Flap Paddle,
Flap Glass, Panic Mechanic,
Panic Asymetric or
ADA Turnstile

